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Eau de Cologne Impé These fragrances invoke a mood in which romanticism
and mystery are combinated, and also have attracted a prestigious
clientele which includes royalty and connoisseurs. which has end up
being the sensual hallmark of every creation, including the most recent
types. Since its founding in 1828, Guerlain has created subtle
compositions light years away from basic floral imitations.riale, Jicky,
l’At the turn of the century, Aimé a velvety, intoxicating alliance of
rose, jasmine, vanilla and tonka bean &#150; Guerlain, the creator of
Jicky, composed the well-known magic formula Guerlinade &#150;Heure
Bleue, Mitsouko, Shalimar: these immortal classics of the 5th feeling
are landmarks in the remarkable history of the House of Guerlain. This
is a remember that stirs the feelings and embodies the spirit of a great
perfumer and his legend.
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  I bought mine at a huge discount. This is followed by the final pages
(76 through 80) which give a very brief description of what the full-web
page photos sandwiched in the centre pages (16 through 72) are about, e.
I love it OMG !! A two-page chronology of fragrances dating from 1828 to
1999 are near the end of the publication.! So infomative for a small
book, it left me totally satisfied!! Five Stars Great.g. This is
followed by full-page photos through most of the remaining booklet. I
really like it it left me personally totally satisfied! Hardly any text
but great art and photos. fast shipping and delivery AAA+++ A Memoire
for the Guerlain buff My 1996 edition of the hardcover “booklet”
includes 10 pages of text at the beginning which give a brief background
of Guerlain., archive photos, labels, advertisements, etc.Very little
text but great art and photos Lovely little picture book of Guerlain
perfumes. I would not have been happy paying a high price because of
this so I'm uncertain I could recommend it.
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